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Strategy, Governance, Ecosystem: 









•  Text	  goes	  here	  
 




•  Leverage	  exis/ng	  na/onal	  infrastructure.	  
•  Federate.	  
•  Iterate.	  	  
•  Build	  an	  ecosystem.	  
•  Engage	  with	  the	  community.	  
•  Value	  and	  enable	  research.	  
•  Build	  an	  on-­‐ramp	  to	  HPC	  and	  Data	  Fabric.	  
•  Embrace	  heterogeneity:	  
•  of	  ontologies,	  schemas,	  systems,	  data;	  
•  of	  copyright;	  
•  of	  communi/es.	  
•  View	  problems	  as	  research	  problems.	  





•  Total	  items	  available	  to	  public:	  
54,943	  
•  Images:	  approximately	  39,000	  
•  Video:	  approximately	  1,000	  
•  Audio:	  approximately	  200	  
•  Newspapers:	  approximately	  
10,000	  pages	  (156	  newspapers)	  
	  
UC	  QuakeStudies:	  	  
•  Total	  parts	  (public	  and	  non-­‐public):	  64,493	  
•  Public:	  34,914	  
•  Researcher	  only:	  4974	  
•  Embargoed:	  590	  
•  In	  development:	  24,015	  
•  Crea/ve	  Commons	  Licence:	  24,237	  	  
•  Formats:	  
•  Image:	  46,999	  
•  Text:	  14,755	  
•  Video:	  938	  
•  Audio:	  615	  
•  Other:	  1186	  
	  
Public	  or	  in	  development:	  84,	  593.	  
Constraints 
•  The	  problem	  of	  scale:	  
•  Governance;	  
•  Poli/cal	  will;	  
•  Ownership.	  
•  The	  problem	  of	  complexity:	  
•  Forget	  the	  systems;	  good	  engineers	  can	  deal	  with	  that;	  
•  Governance	  /	  project	  defini/on	  &	  management	  /	  funding	  /	  
ini/a/on.	  
	  
•  The	  problem	  of	  /me:	  
•  We	  want	  to	  be	  here	  forever;	  key	  agencies	  aren’t;	  
•  Knowledge	  about	  the	  data,	  and	  where	  it	  is,	  is	  as	  important	  as	  the	  
data	  itself.	  
•  Funding	  and	  Sustainability:	  
•  UC	  CEISMIC	  in	  2015,	  2016,	  2020?	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Archives reference: MB 1418/31564. The Press, perspective on 
new building, 1906. Armson Collins collection,  J.G Collins 
(architect).

Alexander Turnbull Library: File print available in Turnbull Library 
Pictures (324. Elections. 1931. ; PFP-025548)
Underground Overground Archaeology, Report on 32 Cathedral 
Square.
NZ Historic Places Trust Building Record, 32 Cathedral Square.
NZ Historic Places Trust Register Record, 32 Cathedral Square.

Video Selection: QuakeBox 
and Community Collection 


